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1. The results of adding the joint probabilities in ____________and columns are known 
as marginal probabilities.

     	      marginal

     	      table

     	      columns

     	--->> rows

2. There are _________ basic laws of probability.

     	      five

     	      ten

     	      eight

     	--->> four

3. Assume there is a drug store with 10 antibiotic capsules of which 6 capsules are 
effective and 4 are defective. What is the probability of purchasing the effective 
capsules from the drug store?

     	      0.99

     	--->> 0.252

     	      0.613

     	      1.764

4. There are basically ___________ separate ways of calculating probability.

     	      one

     	      seven

     	--->> two

     	      four

5. Joint probabilities can be _____________ analysed with the aid of joint probability 
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tables.

     	      bayes

     	      marginal

     	      inconveniently

     	--->> conveniently

6. __________probability is often referred to as relative frequency.

     	--->> Empirical

     	      Latitude

     	      Longitude

     	      Theoretical

7. A joint probability table is a ___________ table.

     	      possibility

     	      inverse

     	--->> contingency

     	      variables

8. A __________ probability implies the probability of joint events.

     	--->> joint

     	      inverse

     	      compound

     	      review

9. The _____________ Probability of an event is its simple probability of occurrence, 
given the sample space.

     	      fixed

     	--->> Marginal

     	      total
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     	      effective

10. Assuming two events, A and B, the probability of event A, given that event B has 
occurred is referred to as the ____________ probability of event A.

     	      symbolic

     	      normal

     	--->> conditional

     	      abnormal
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